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JOINT SOLUTION BENEFITS

Joint Solution Overview
After rigorous testing and customer feedback deepwatch has chosen Tenable
to enhance its Vulnerability Management service offering.
The deepwatch Vulnerability Management service provides the people and
processes necessary for Tenable’s technology to achieve maximum value for
mutual customers.



Leading threat detection, alerting
and response fueled by rich context



Unmatched customer data usability,
enrichment, and availability



Customer-specific deployments
and security use case execution

Integrated into our Cloud SecOps Platform, Tenable enables deepwatch to
enhance their Vulnerability Management service by giving deepwatch the ability
to accurately identify, investigate, and prioritize vulnerabilities.

ABOUT TENABLE

deepwatch Tenable Use Case Overview
deepwatch has built manual and automated workflows designed to reduce each
customer’s deep/dark web cyber threat exposure. Fueled by Digital Shadows CTI,
deepwatch is able to proactively:
deepwatch builds VM programs
around Tenable’s technology
because of its ability to scan the
entire network and apply tags that
provide a scalable, flexible solution
that identifies and maps all assets
across the environment. It identifies
gaps or potential rogue assets a
customer may not have known about.
deepwatch follows up with targeted
vulnerability scans, which provide
the data that feeds into deepwatch’s
prioritized remediation. Tenable’s
data is detailed and has a low false
positive rate, making it actionable and
defendable, which provides deepwatch
the confidence they need in order to
lower resistance with patching teams
and turn stagnation into results.

With this foundation in place,
deepwatch takes Tenable
remediation data, combined with
deepwatch’s prioritized remediation
recommendations, and delivers them
to stakeholders of any organizational
size. These metrics are not only
meaningful, but measure and improve
the customer’s success within their
vulnerability management program.
Once these results have started to
be achieved deepwatch takes tenable
remediation data, combined with
deepwatch’s prioritized remediation
recommendations, and delivers
them to senior management.
The joint solution delivers insightful
and valuable metrics to drive every
improving customer success with their
vulnerability management program.

Tenable®, Inc. is the Cyber Exposure company.
Over 30,000 organizations around the globe rely
on Tenable to understand and reduce cyber risk.
As the creator of Nessus®, Tenable extended its
expertise in vulnerabilities to deliver the world’s
first platform to see and secure any digital asset
on any computing platform.

ABOUT DEEPWATCH
deepwatch secures enterprises via its unique,
highly automated cloud based SOC platform
backed by a world class team of experts
that protect your network and digital assets
24/7/365. deepwatch extends your team
and proactively improves your cybersecurity
posture via our proprietary maturity model.
deepwatch’s managed security services are
trusted by leading global organizations.
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